Having available a high quality documentation is critical for software projects. This is why documentation tools such as Javadoc are so popular. As for code, documentation should be reused when possible to increase developer productivity and simplify maintenance. In this paper, we perform an empirical study of duplications in JavaDoc documentation on a corpus of seven famous Java APIs. Our results show that copypastes of JavaDoc documentation tags are abundant in our corpus. We also show that these copy-pastes are caused by four different kinds of relations in the underlying source code. In addition, we show that popular documentation tools do not provide any reuse mechanism to cope with these relations. Finally, we make a proposal for a simple but efficient automatic reuse mechanism.
Introduction
Code documentation is a crucial part of software development as it helps developers understand someone else's code without reading it [13, 25] . It is even more critical in the context of APIs, where the code is developed with the main intent to be used by other developers (the users of the API) that do not want to read it [12, 16, 17] . In this context, having a high quality reference documentation is critical [5] .
Further, it has been shown that the documentation has to be close to its corresponding code [8, 9, 14] . Developers prefer to write the documentation directly in comments within the code files rather than in external artifacts [22] . Popular documentation tools, such as JavaDoc or Doxygen, all share the same principle which is to parse source code files to extract tags from documentation comments and to generate readable web pages [20, 24] .
Writing documentation and code are highly coupled tasks. Ideally, developers should write and update the documentation together with the code. However, it has been shown that the documentation is rarely up-to-date with the code [8, 9, 14] and is perceived as very expensive to maintain [4, 5] .
We think that one possible reason for this maintenance burden is that documentation tools lack reuse mechanisms whereas there are plenty of such mechanisms in programming languages. Developers that write documentation therefore copy-paste many documentation tags, which is suspected to increase the maintenance effort [11] .
As an example, let us consider a case of delegation as shown in the Fig. 1 . In this example, the right method is just returning directly a value computed from the left method. As expected, some documentation tags from the left method are copy-pasted in the right method: the common parameters and the return value. As a consequence, if the documentation of the callee method is updated, an update of the caller documentation will have to be carried out manually, which is well known to be error-prone [11] . /* * * @param a the first collection, must not be null * @param b the second collection, must not be null * @return true iff the collections contain the same elements with the same cardinalities. In this paper, we investigate this hypothesis and more formally answer the two following research questions: -RQ1: Do developers often resort to copy-paste documentation tags? -RQ2: What are the causes of documentation tags copy-paste and could they be avoided by a proper usage of documentation tools?
We answer our research questions by providing an empirical study performed on a corpus of seven popular Java APIs where the need of documentation is critical (see Sect. 2.1). We answer the first research question by showing how big is the phenomenon of documentation tags copy-pasting (see Sect. 3). To that extent, we automatically identify what we call documentation tags duplications (Sect. 2.2), count them, and manually check if they are intended copy-pastes or just created by coincidence. We answer the second research question by investigating the intended copy-pastes we observed with the objective to find out their causes. Then we analyze whether existing documentation tools can cope with them (see Sect. 4). We further extend our second research question by providing a proposal for a simple but useful documentation reuse mechanism.
Our results show that copy-pastes of documentation tags are abundant in our corpus. We also show that these copy-pastes are caused by four kinds of relations that take place in the underlying source code. In addition, we show that popular documentation tools do not provide any reuse mechanism to cope with these relations.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, Sect. 2 presents our corpus and the tool we create to automatically identify documentation duplications. Then, Sect. 3 and Sect. 4 respectively investigate our two research questions. Finally, Sect. 5 describes the related works about software documentation and Sect. 6 concludes and describes future work.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we first explain how we create our corpus (Sect. 2.1), and give general statistics about it. Then, we describe how we extract documentation duplications contained in our corpus (Sect. 2.2).
Corpus
The corpus of our study is composed of seven Java APIs that use JavaDoc, arbitrary selected from the top 30 most used Java libraries on GitHub as computed in a previous work of Teyton et al. [23] . We just considered the source code used to generate the documentation displayed on their websites. We also choose to focus only on methods' documentation, as this is where there is most of the documentation. In the remainder of this paper, we therefore only discuss about the documentation of Java methods written in JavaDoc. Table 1 presents these seven APIs. All the data gathered for this study is available on our website 1 . As we can see in the General section of this table, the projects are medium to large sized (from 33 to 1,203 classes). As expected, they contain a fair amount of documentation: from about 28% to 97% of the methods are documented. The Tags section of this table gives some descriptive statistics of the JavaDoc tags used. As we can see, the most frequent tags are usually, in order: @description, @param, @return and @throw. Finally, the inheritDoc section of this table shows that there are few @inheritDoc tags. Such tags are used to express a documentation reuse between two methods but the method that reuses the documentation must override or implement the method that contains the reused documentation. 
Documentation Duplication Detector
A documentation duplication is a set of JavaDoc tags that are duplicated among a set of Java methods. If it is intended then it was created by a copy-paste, if not then it was created by coincidence. We propose a documentation duplication detector that inputs a set of Java source code files and outputs the so-called documentation duplications 2 .
The detector first parses the Java files and identifies all the documentation tags they contain by using the GumTree tool [7] . To detect only meaningful duplications, it extracts the most important tags of JavaDoc: @param, @return, @throws (or its alias @exception). It also extracts the main description of Java methods as if it is tagged too (with an imaginary @description tag). Finally, to avoid missing duplications because of meaningless differences in the white-space layout, it cleans the text contained in the documentation tags by normalizing the white-spaces (replacing tabs by spaces, removing carriage returns and keeping only one space between two words). For the same reasons, it also transforms all text contained in documentation tags to lowercase.
As a next step, the detector makes a comparison between tags, and checks if they are shared between different Java methods. Table 2 shows the result of this step w.r.t. to the Java code of Fig. 1 .
The third and last step of the process consists in grouping the Java methods and the tags they share with the objective to identify maximal documentation duplications. This step is complex as it can lead to a combinatorial explosion, but fortunately, it can be solved efficiently using Formal Concept Analysis [10] (FCA). FCA is a branch of lattice theory that aims at automatically finding maximal groups of objects that share common attributes. In our context, the objects simply correspond to Java methods, and the attributes correspond to documentation tags. FCA returns a hierarchy of so-called formal concepts. A formal concept is composed of two sets: the extent (a set of Java methods in our context) and the intent (a set of documentation tags in our context). The extent is composed of objects that all share the attributes of the intent. In other words in our context, a formal concept is a collection of Java methods that share several documentation tags.
The hierarchy returned by FCA then expresses inclusion relationships between the formal concepts. The Fig. 2 shows such a hierarchy from the formal context of Table 2 . To identify duplicated documentation tags, we search within the hierarchy the concepts that have at least two objects in their extent, and discard all other concepts as they do not correspond to duplications. The formal concepts corresponding to maximal duplications are shown in plain line in Fig. 2 , the others are not relevant in our context. In our example, one maximal documentation duplication has been identified.
Research Question 1
In this section, we answer our first research question: Do developers often resort to copy-paste documentation tags?. To investigate if documentation duplications are frequent, we simply apply our documentation duplication detector to our corpus and report statistics about the extracted duplications. To ensure that these duplications are intentional, we draw at random a subset of the extracted duplications and ask three developers to manually decide for each duplication if it is intentional or coincidental.
Frequency of Duplications
As shown in the Documentation part of Table 3 , our detector has identified about 2, 800 documentation duplications in the seven APIs of our corpus. As we can I1, I2 @param a @param b @return I1 @param a @param b @return I2 @param a @param b @param equator @return @param a @param b @param equator @return Table 2 . Retained concepts are depicted with plain lines, while discarded concepts are depicted with dotted lines. see, at most 4% of the documented methods have their documentation completely duplicated (line % of complete dupl.). This indicates that completely duplicating a method's documentation is rare. On the contrary, about 40% to 75% of the documented methods have their documentation partially duplicated (line % of partial dupl.). This indicates that duplicating some method's documentation tags is very frequent, at least much more frequent than using the @inheritDoc tags as seen in the Table 1 , which raises questions about the limitations of this mechanism as we will see in Sect. 4. In addition, we can see in the Documentation tags part of Table 3 a finegrained analysis of the duplicated tags. Even though the frequency of duplications for each tag depends on the project, param and throws are often the most duplicated tags (from 20% to 40% of these tags are duplicated). The return tags are also largely duplicated (from 14% to 31%). Finally, the description tag is rarely duplicated (from 4% to 15%). Figure 3 presents the number of documentation tags and Java methods of the identified duplications for Mockito and Guava projects. Due to the lack of space, we only show these two projects, but the figures are very similar for all the projects in our corpus, and can be found on our website. The figure shows that most of the identified duplications have few documentation tags and few Java methods: many duplications involve only two Java methods that share a single documentation tag. On these figures, we notice that the maximum number of duplications' documentation tags ranges from 3 (in SLF4J) to 8 (in Apache Commons Collections). The maximum number of Java methods ranges from 22 (in google-gson) to 183 (in Apache Commons IO). Thus, there exist duplications involving a lot of method and only a few tags or a lot of tags and a few methods. Finally, there is no duplication with both a large number of methods and a large number of tags.
Copy-Pastes Vs. Coincidental Duplications
To answer the second part of our research question we perform a qualitative experiment that relies on the manual judgement of several developers. We choose to involve three experienced Java developers for the experiment, as advised in [2] , because judging if a duplication is an intended copy-paste or not is subjective. Involving three developers allows us to have a trust level on the status of a duplication. In our experiment, the developers are three of the paper's authors.
We then decided to create a sample composed of 100 duplications randomly drawn from our dataset of identified duplications, representing about 5% of the population of that dataset. Due to limitations in time we had to limit our manual analysis to 100 duplications, we randomly selected them to have a representative ratio of the corpus. Each of the 100 duplications was then presented to each developer through a web interface that also presented the associated code.
The developers then had as much time as they needed to judge whether the duplication was an intended copy-paste or not. Of course, the developers were not authorized to talk about the experiment until its completion.
A duplication labeled as "intended" is called from now on a copy-paste while a duplication labeled as "not intended" is called an coincidental duplication. When a developer is not able to decide whether the answer should be "intended" or "not intended", he must label the duplication as "not intended", to ensure that the number of copy-pastes that are found is a solid lower bound. We therefore define the two following trust levels. First, a copy-paste has a "majority" trust level when it has been labeled as "intended" by at least two participants. Last, a copy-paste has a "unanimity" trust level when it has been labeled as "intended" by the three participants.
Finally, we apply the bootstrapping statistical method [6] on our sample to compute a 95% confidence interval for the ratio of copy-pastes in our corpus. The bootstrapping method is particularly well-suited in our context since it makes no assumption about the underlying distribution of the values.
Before presenting our experiment results, it should be noted that the developers replied an identical answer on 69 out of 100 duplications. This indicates that the task of rating a duplication is not too subjective. Moreover, on these 69 cases, the developers agreed on a copy-paste 68 times, and on a coincidental duplication only one time 3 . It means that agreeing on a copy-paste is easy while agreeing on an coincidental duplication is difficult.
The main results of the experiment are presented in the Fig. 4 . About 85% to 96% of the duplications are copy-pastes when using the majority trust level. When using the stricter unanimity trust level, about 57% to 76% of the duplications are copy-pastes. In both cases, more than half of the duplications are copy-pastes.
Threats to Validity
Our experiment bears two main threats to validity. First, the developers are authors of the paper, therefore, it could bias their answer when judging the duplications. Even if they took extra care to be as impartial as possible, replicating the study would enforce its validity and that it is why all the experiment's data is available. 4 Second, the results obtained from this experiment cannot be generalizable to all APIs, because we used the duplications of only seven Java open-source APIs. Even if we only considered well known and mature opensource projects for the experiment, it would be better to replicate the study with other APIs wether open-source or not and in various programming languages.
Research Question 2
In this section we answer our second research question: What are the causes of documentation copy-pastes and could they be avoided by a proper usage of documentation tools? We start by an analysis of the causes that lead to documentation copy-paste, and their root in the source code (see Sect. 4.1). Then we check whether the existing documentation reuse mechanisms can cope with these causes (see Sect. 4.2). Finally, we propose a new documentation reuse mechanism that can be used to cope with the unsupported causes (see Sect. 4.3).
Causes of Documentation Copy-Pasting
To identify the causes that lead to copy-paste, we manually analyzed the source code corresponding to the 61 copy-pastes (68 initially with 7 containing only main tags which we did not keep) identified to answer RQ1 (see Sect. 3). After performing our manual analysis we identified four different causes: delegation, sub-typing, code clone and similar intent.
A delegation, as shown in Fig. 1 , appears when a method calls another one, and thus has a part of its documentation coming from the called one.
A sub-typing appears when a method overrides another one that is defined in a same hierarchy. In this case, it is common that the overriding method's documentation comes from the one of the overridden method.
A code clone appears when a method shares similar lines of code with another one, hence duplicating a part of its body. Figure 5 shows an example of code clone as the two methods share common lines of code.
Finally, a similar intent appears when a method performs a computation that is similar to another method, which is why they share some documentation tags. Figure 6 shows such an example. Here the two methods only differ because of the return type (float or int). It is not a clone because there is no common line between them. Further, the funny thing is that the developer made a mistake as he clearly copied the documentation of the long method but didn't change the documentation of the int and float ones. In Java, most of similar intent cases we observed are due to developers implementing several times a same feature for each primitive type. Table 4 shows the occurrences of each relation in our corpus based on our analysis. We can see that the main cause of documentation copy-pastes is delegation (60%) and then code clone (28%). There are very few sub-typing (8%) and similar intent (3%) cases. Further, looking at the tag level we notice that this distribution is quite consistent whatever the tag. 
Existing Documentation Tools
As a second step, we first look at the different documentation tools to obtain the mechanisms they provide for reusing documentation. As there are too many documentation tools (about fifty) 5 , and due to time constraints, we choose to focus on the most popular ones. As a proxy to compute the popularity, we compute for each tool the number of questions asked by developers on StackOverflow, for the tools where a dedicated StackOverflow tag is available. We then analyze in detail the five tools having the most related questions on StackOverflow, whether they are compatible with Java or not, in order to be sure that there is no mechanism available for other languages that could avoid copypastes and therefore should be implemented for Java. These tools are shown in Table 5 .
As a second step for our experiment, for each tool, we go through the whole user-guide to find out the list of reuse mechanisms. We find out that these reuse mechanisms have two main aspects. The first aspect is about the reuse granularity: some allow only to reuse a whole method documentation, some allow to reuse documentation tags separately. The second aspect is about the location of the reused documentation. Some mechanisms only allow to reuse documentation Table 6 . Aspects of the reuse mechanisms. Reuse granularity indicates if the documentation has to be completely reused (Whole) or if it is possible to select some tags (Choice). Source location indicates where can be the source of the reused documentation: in an overridden method (Override) or in a method anywhere in the code (Anywhere).
Source location Reuse granularity Whole Choice
Override JavaDoc, JSDoc JavaDoc Anywhere Doxygen, JSDoc located in an overridden method, some allow to reuse documentation located in any method. Table 6 summarizes the aspects of the mechanisms offered by the documentation tools. First, it is important to notice that only three tools out of five provide reuse mechanisms: DOC++ and phpDocumentor have no support at all to reuse documentation. More surprisingly, no tool supports the reuse of documentation tags anywhere in the code. Indeed, JavaDoc allows to reuse documentation tags, but only in an overridden method, while JSDOC and Doxygen allow to reuse complete method documentations in the code, but not specific documentation tags.
As a result for our classification, delegation, code clone and similar intent relations are not yet handled by any existing mechanism. On the contrary, duplications due to sub-typing relations are already properly handled by JavaDoc.
Documentation Reuse Revisited
Based on our findings, we suggest a novel mechanism to allow developers to automatically reuse documentation tags from a method to another one. Our proposal is an inline tag for JavaDoc. An inline tag can be used inside another tag, giving therefore the possibility to reuse the content of a specific tag but also to add more content before and after the reused one. We define it as:
For instance, by using this new mechanism, the documentation of the right method in Fig. 1 becomes as in Fig. 7 .
As you can see in Fig. 7 , while using the @reuse tag inside @param, there is no need to specify which tag name to reuse, by default it will automatically reuse the tag with the same name as the tag it belongs to, therefore the @param named a. We implemented our proposal as a doclet for JavaDoc, the source code can be accessed in our website 6 . By using this mechanism, it is possible to avoid at least all the copy-pastes due to delegation, the most frequent ones in our corpus (60% of the copy-pastes). While this mechanism could also be used for copy-pastes due to code clone and similar intent, one main problem would be to decide which method should be the documentation origin which is a still open research question. Finally, our proposal is not able to cope with @description tags, as they are not materialized in JavaDoc. We also plan to conduct a more thorough study of our proposal as a future work.
Related Work
This section describes the work done on the subject of software documentation: studies and tools. We start by describing the existing studies on this subject, which all agree on the fact that developers need more assistance for maintaining the documentation.
Forward et al. [9] perform a qualitative study on 48 developers and managers about how they feel about software documentation as well as the tools that support it. They discover that their favourite tools are word processors and Javadoc-like tools. They also discover that the participants think that the documentation is usually outdated. Finally, they discover that the participants would greatly appreciate tools that help in maintaining the documentation.
Dagenais and Robillard [5] perform a qualitative study involving 12 core open-source contributors writing documentation and 10 documentation readers. They analyze the evolution of 19 documentation documents across 1500 revisions. They identify three documentation production modes: initial effort, incremental changes and bursts (big amount of change in a small period). They also discover that Javadoc-like documentation is perceived as a competitive advantage for libraries, and is easy to create but costly to maintain.
Finally, Correia et al. [4] show that maintaining a documentation is highly challenging. They identify four so-called patterns to help tackling this challenge: information proximity, co-evolution, domain structured information and integrated environment.
In order to help creating and maintaining the documentation, several tools have been developed. We describe these tools in the remainder of this section, even if none of them supports documentation reuse as presented in our study.
DocRef [26] helps detecting errors in software documentation by combining code analysis and natural language processing techniques. This tool has then been validated on 1000 detected documentation errors from open-source projects, and has proven usefulness as many errors have been fixed after having been reported.
Childs and Sametinger [3] suggest the use of object-oriented programming techniques such as inheritance and information hiding in documentation to avoid redundancy. They also describe documentation reuse concepts and how to apply them using literate programming on documentation that is either or not related to source code.
Parnas [18] explains the lack of interest of researchers about the documentation topic. He further explains that his team and him developed a new mathematical notation that is more adapted for documentation but didn't convince academics and practitioners.
Buse and Weimer [1] present a tool that can statically infer and characterize exception-causing conditions in Java and then output a human-readable documentation of the exceptions. The tool is evaluated on over 900 instances of exception documentation within 2 million lines of code. They find out that the output is as good as or better than the existing one in the majority of the cases.
Pierce and Tilley [19] suggest using reverse engineering techniques to automate the documentation process. They propose an approach based on this principle in their Rational Rose tool. This approach offers the possibility to automatically generate up-to-date documentation. However their approach is not subjected to a serious evaluation.
McBurney and McMilla [15] describe a new method that uses natural processing language with method invocation analysis to generate a documentation not only explaining what the method does but also what is its purpose in the whole software project.
Robillard and Chhetri [21] describe a tool, Krec, that is able to extract relevant fragments of documentation that correspond to a given API element. The tool has been evaluated on a corpus of 1000 documentation units drawn from 10 open source projects and has shown to have a 90% precision and 69% recall.
Conclusion
Code documentation is a crucial part of software development. Like it is the case with source code, developers should reuse documentation as much as possible to simplify its maintenance.
By performing an empirical study on a corpus of seven popular Java APIs, we show that copy-pastes of documentation tags are unfortunately too abundant. By analyzing these copy-pastes, we identified that they are caused by four different kinds of relationships in the underlying source code.
Our study pinpoints the fact that popular documentation tools do not provide any reuse mechanism to cope with these causes. For instance, there is definitely no mechanism supporting documentation reuse in the case of delegation, which is the major cause of copy-paste.
We looked towards a proposal providing a simple tag that makes the documentation reuse simple but efficient. As a further work, we obviously plan to extend our study. We plan to analyze other programming languages and documentation tools, and to detect not only identical documentations but also similar ones, aiming to find duplications with tiny differences. We finally plan to extend and validate our proposal from a developer point of view.
